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B has the same meaning throughout
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Across
1 Einstein, Archimedes and Newton - leaders in place
B (6)
4 London street in the afternoon has everyone and
everything (4,4)
10 Mistakenly felled a tree, oddly, having given out
promotional material (9)
11 Vessel in Switzerland's slightly useless navy (5)
12 Director's removal from chair carried - by B? (4)
13 Preserve tailless ex-circus elephant in backward B
(10)
15 Charles or Monica down to replace children in
layers (7)
16 Talent company Cagney upset (6)
19 Knight using force not quite entertained back in
Red Sea port (6)
21 Public transport becomes part of Schedule B (7)
23 Protecting popular government by bringing
underwear back in time (10)
25 Sorry to miss "bishop with a B" (4)
27 Soldier in raincoat exchanged cow for these Bs
(according to the story) (5)
28 Where queens attack kings having revolutionary
ship weapon (5,4)

29 B hands in footwear, getting a note (8)
30 Perhaps Scrooge swallows the first B (6)
Down
1 Defence looking sickly, keeping one depressed (8)
2 See Sugar perhaps in pain from terrible fall (9)
3 Society girl abusing you ends up looking bad (4)
5 Dean puzzled after a theologian brings extra bits (7)
6 Strange boy called Rodney beginning match
between close rivals (5,5)
7 B one to support present-day country (5)
8 B the Italian follows before Easter (6)
9 Chips often seen with these singular hardwoods (6)
14 Three-hour dance round ring melted big cheese
(4,6)
17 Dish of Bs produced from clues to As (9)
18 Healthy food outlet's turnover down, unfortunately
supported by lawyers (5,3)
20 B spluttering at choir (7)
21 B is for Bolt? (6)
22 Organised crime - our opponents, old boy! (3,3)
24 Moore's radio acknowledgement (5)
26 Blasting sides off Italian town (4)

